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Abstract: This examination paper is about the innovation 

utilized for sending spontaneous messages over 

Bluetooth to Bluetooth to Bluetooth-empowered gadgets, 

for example, phones, portable PCs or PCs, called Blue 

jacking. Scope of Bluetooth is restricted and henceforth 

the scope of blue jacking is likewise constrained. This 

innovation permits telephone clients to send business 

cards i.e. vCards, namelessly utilizing Bluetooth remote 

innovation utilizing OBEX (Object Exchange) 

convention. Collector does not know who has sent the 

message, but rather it has the name and the model of the 

telephone of a blue jacker. Gadgets that are set in non-

discoverable, covered up or imperceptible mode are not 

powerless to Blue jacking. Many individuals are as yet 

not mindful of this innovation. This paper examines 

about Blue jacking and is composed to make individuals 

mindful of it, its utilization, its misinterpretations, 

aversion measures and furthermore considers its points of 

interest, hindrances and future viewpoints[1-3]. 
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1. Introduction 
 

 Blue jacking is an attack carried out on Bluetooth like 

minded devices, which includes clever telephones, 

laptops and PDAs. Blue jacking is instigated by means of 

an attacker (termed as blue jacker or blue jack addict) 

who forwards unsolicited messages to a user of 

Bluetooth-enabled device. When the connection goes 

through, the blue jacker tries to ship a message to the 

recipient. The actual message sent to the person’s tool 

does no longer reason detriment but is used to inveigle 

the user to counter react in some manner or add the brand 

new touch to the tool’s deal with e book. This message-

transmitting attack resembles unsolicited mail and 

phishing assaults conducted against e-mail customers. 

Blue jacking can be perceived as both infuriating or 

amusing, even though it's miles quite danger-unfastened 

for the reason that recipient has the choice to decline. 

Blue jacking sure makes for an thrilling wake-up call in 

near-knit environments like underground metro trains, 

buses, shops and cinemas.   

     Blue jacking changed into allegedly first performed 

by way of a Malaysian IT representative, ‘Ajack’ (his 

username a Sony Ericsson online forum), who used his 

Bluetooth-enabled smart phone to publicize Sony 

Ericsson. He additionally coined the name, which is an 

amalgam of Bluetooth and hijacking. While status in a 

financial institution queue, Ajack became on his 

Bluetooth, located a Nokia 7650 inside the vicinity, 

created a new contact with ‘Buy Ericsson!'as the first 

call, and despatched that enterprise card to the Nokia 

cell phone. The recipient of the Nokia cell phone status 

some toes far from him became startled to peer such an 

‘commercial’. Ajack published this story on Sony 

Ericsson discussion board and different humans started 

trying it out. Blue jacking has end up a rage amid young 

people keen to play realistic jokes. A thirteen-12 

months-old girl named Ellie from Surrey, UK has 

created a website referred to as ‘blue jacking’ where 

people can percentage their blue jacking stories[4-6]. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

 2.1 Blue Jacking Technology  

 
The Bluetooth port of the cell telephones is problem to 

chance of blue jacking assault. Blue jacker carefully 

crafts the identity that devices change at some point of 

affiliation and then transmits quick, deceitful text 

messages into authentication dialogs. Thus, blue jacker 

tricks the consumer and profits access to user’s 

telephone book, calendar, or file dwelling at the tool. 

Blue jacking is based on following technologies[7-8] 

 

2.2 Bluetooth Technology 

 

2.2.1 Bluetooth as a Wireless Technology 
 

Bluetooth, the today's improvement in wireless 

communications era is a Wi-Fi standard that is designed 

for extremely brief-range (less than 10 meters). It is a 
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de facto trendy, in addition to a specification short variety 

radio links. It is maximum suitable for communiqué 

between computer systems or cell devices and peripheral 

devices, along with to connect a wireless keyboard or 

mouse to a laptop PC, to send print jobs wirelessly from a 

transportable PC to a printer, or to attach a cell smart 

phone to an earpiece[10].   

                                         

2.2.2 Usage of Bluetooth 

 

Since Bluetooth gadgets mechanically recognize each 

other once they get inside transmission range, 

handheld/computer PC’s and cellular gadgets can usually 

be networked wirelessly when they're inside variety. 

Bluetooth signals can transmit thru clothing and other 

non-metal items, so a cell telephone or different tool in a 

pocket or briefcase can connect to the person’s Bluetooth 

headset, while not having to be eliminated from the 

pocket or briefcase. Some industry specialists expect that 

major family appliances can be Bluetooth-enabled within 

the future, resulting in an automatic, always related, 

clever home[11]. 

 
2.2.3 Bluetooth Frequency Specification And Operating 

Principle 
 

Bluetooth works using radio alerts in the frequency brand 

of two.4GHz, the same as Wi-Fi, and helps information 

switch rates of as much as 3Mbps. Once two Bluetooth- 

enabled gadgets come inside range of each other, their 

software identifies every other (using their precise 

identification numbers) and establishes a link. Because 

there can be many Bluetooth devices within the variety, 

up to 10 person Bluetooth networks (called Piconets) can 

be in location within the identical physical place at one 

time. Each  

Piconet can join up to eight gadgets, for maximum of 

eighty gadgets within any 10-meter radius. 

  

2.2.4 Bluetooth as Cable Replacement Technology 
 

Bluetooth is in a position of transmitting voice, 

information, video and still pix. It may be used to 

wirelessly synchronize and transfer statistics amongst 

devices and can be thought of as a cable substitute 

era[12-14].  

 

2.2.5 Future Trends in Bluetooth Technology  

 
The Bluetooth Special Interest Group is an industry 

institution including leaders in the telecommunications, 

computing, and networking industries that are driving 

improvement of the era and bringing it to 

marketplace[15].   

 

2.2.6 Advantages of Bluetooth 

 

 a) The major benefit of Bluetooth is that it may be 

complete duplex mode. 

 b) It can take care of both records and voice. Bluetooth 

preferred uses both information link layer and alertness 

layer and as a result helps both records and voice 

packages.  

c) It’s a completely reasonably-priced, in fact free and 

smooth way to ship facts.  

d)It does not depend on the community company or on 

your phone quantity.  

e) It is robust.   

 

2.2.7 Disadvantages of Bluetooth   

 

a) It is also a doorway to diverse strategies like Blue 

jacking, Blue snarfing (additionally known as Bluetooth 

hacking).  

b) As the identical band is used for all of the Bluetooth 

connections in a place, so it's miles susceptible to 

hack[16]. 

   

2.3 Obex Protocol  
 

1) OBEX as the coronary heart of Bluetooth documents 

switch: The core of report switch over Bluetooth is 

called Object Exchange, or OBEX convention, a 

parallel report switch convention keep running over no 

longer just Bluetooth yet in addition infrared and even 

time-regarded TCP/IP. The Open OBEX wander at 

http://openobex.Sf.Net/gives the most omnipresent 

open source usage of the convention[17-19].  

2) Usage of OBEX: It is a session layer convention 

intended to empower frameworks of various sorts to 

substitute measurements and directions in a valuable 

asset delicate institutionalized design. The OBEX 

convention is advanced for specially appointed remote 

connections and might be utilized to interchange all 

styles of devices, similar to records, pix, timetable 

passages, and business playing cards. It furthermore 

shows a few instruments to empower the articles to be 

analyzed and taken care of keenly at the accepting 

aspect.  

3) OBEX's working capacity and similarity to HTTP: 

OBEX is intended to give push and force usefulness 

such that a product the utilization of OBEX does not 

have any desire to get engaged with overseeing physical 

associations. The product best takes a protest and sends 

it to the inverse side in a "factor-and-shoot" way. This 

is much similar to the position that HTTP serves inside 

the Internet convention suite, despite the fact that HTTP 

is composed more for insights recovery, in the 
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meantime as OBEX is more prominent softly adjusted for 

pushing and pulling actualities.  

4) Devices upheld with the guide of OBEX:  

a) All Palms in see that Palm III, other than the Palm Pre, 

Palm Pre Plus, Palm Pixi and Palm Pixi Plus.  

b) Most Sharp, Motorola, Samsung, Sony Ericsson, HTC 

and Nokia telephones with infrared or Bluetooth port.  

c) LG EnV Touch (VX11000). D) Many different PDAs 

considering 2003.  

Arrangement [20] 

 

2.5 Vcard Functionality  

 

1) VCard as a Standard of Communication: Address 

Book trades contact records with various projects 

frequently through VCards. VCard is short for advanced 

business venture card. Progressively and more 

noteworthy email applications send and obtain those 

electronic endeavour playing cards, which might be 

analyzed by utilizing their .Vcf filename augmentations.  

2) History: The vCard general has been round because of 

the way that 1996 and the present variant, rendition 

3.Zero, is correct by method for the IETF. The vCard or 

Versitcard was initially proposed in 1995 by method for 

the Versit consortium, which comprised of Apple 

Computer, AT&T Technologies (later Lucent),IBM and 

Siemens. In December 1996 ownership of the design 

changed into surpassed over to the Internet Mail 

Consortium, a substitute alliance for organizations with 

an enthusiasm for Internet email. Three)[21-25]  

 

2.6 Vcard Features  
 

a) VCards are based squares of content data that give 

what is increasingly or substantially less an electronic 

business card. The measurements can envelop name, 

address, telephone numbers (home, endeavour, fax, 

pager, cell, ISDN, voice, records, video), email addresses 

and related web URLs.  

b) vCards can likewise incorporate illustrations and 

mixed media, which incorporates pictures, business 

logos, sound clasps, alongside geographic and time-

quarter measurements.  

c) vCards likewise are intended to help different dialects 

and are transport and working contraption fair.  

     Utilizations of vCards  

a. Infrared Exchange  

b. Bluetooth Exchange  

c. Web Mail  

d. PC/Telephony Applications  

e. Video and insights conferencing  

 

 

 

2.7 Procedure Of Blue Jacking  

 

The essential course of development of blue jacking is 

very succinct, issue free and simple. It might be 

executed by utilizing the utilization of the resulting 

steps:  

Step 1: Go to contacts inside the cell phone book (if the 

utilization of cell)or deal with book program like 

Outlook (if the usage of PCs/laptops).  

Step 2: Choose the “New Contact” alternative. 

Consecutively, create a brand new touch.  

Step three: Enter the favored message into the ‘call’ 

area with which one desires to blue jack the alternative 

device. Messages like ‘you've got been blue jacked!’ 

startle the victim.  

Step 4: Press Done/OK option. Save this new contact 

within the telephone/scope with e  book of mobile 

phone/pc respectively.  

Step 5: Click on the touch created. Go to action. Choose 

“through Bluetooth” or “Send to Bluetooth” alternative.  

Step 6: Click the ‘Search’ option for discovering lively 

Bluetooth gadgets. Select a device from the listing.   

Step 7: After the selection of the tool, the message 

would be transmitted to it. Henceforth, the tool might 

be blue jacked.   

  

2.8 Advantages 

 
1.Usually, a blue jacker will only ship a textual content 

message, but with present day telephones it's possible to 

send pictures or sounds as properly. 

2. People can ship any picture or sound but not 

insulting.   

3. Any copyright sound documents will simplest be sent 

with the written consent of the copyright holder.  

4. We can without problems transfer records from cell 

to computer or from cellular to mobile in a short period.  

5. We can even enjoy track through wireless 

headphones through Bluejacking.   

 

2.9 Disadvantages 

 
1. But with the increase in the availability of Bluetooth 

enabled gadgets, those gadgets have become liable to 

virus attacks and even entire takeover of devices via a 

Trojan horse application   

2. These can also even motive infection in any person 

as these are simply unwelcomed messages or some 

shaggy dog story.  

3. Applications 

 

It might be utilized at many spots, in heaps of fields and 

for various capacities. Different most essential fields in 

which it's far utilized are:  
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1. It can be utilized as a part of retail establishments for 

business capacities. As you pass their spare, you can get a 

message or any ultra-current plan they're providing on 

that day, and so forth.  

2. They can be utilized at railroad station to offer you 

records roughly assorted broad directions and about show 

timings, et cetera. Somebody may even bother you by 

method for sending vain messages. In this way, it is truly 

valuable to hold it off at these open spots.  

3. It can likewise be utilized at bistro, eatery, silver 

screen, cell phone keep or at any electronic spare (e.G. 

Dixons) to offer you different data in regards to them yet 

any  other arbitrary individual likewise can send you the 

Blue jack messages and in this way may even pester you.  

4. Viral exchange: Blue jacking can be  connected to 

make the most the correspondence worldview amongst 

buyers and makers to extent content material which 

incorporate content, photographs, movies and Internet 

references. Certain brands have just made sight and 

sound substance that has quickly been flowed around the 

utilization of blue jacking innovation. In this manner, 

blue jacking has supplanted the regular promoting 

through institutionalized telecom medium.  

5. Group Activities: Social Networking or gaming events 

can be encouraged the utilization of Bluetooth as a 

channel for potential people to impart.   

 

3.1 Misconceptions 
 

 A few people say that this term is begun by methods for 

a man named Ajack on esato.Com. A few people have 

said that blue jacking originates from Bluetooth in 

addition to commandeering. That clearly sounds coherent 

however basically a bluejacker does not capture 

something.  

1. Blue jacking doesn't supply the sender any private 

data. Your instrument remains basically secure from any 

type of information change.  

2. It as a general rule just makes irritation.  

3. A bluejacker just truly sends a touch to the 

beneficiary's device. Them two, i.E. Sender and 

beneficiary have whole control onto their gadgets, and 

he's going to now not be equipped for gain power of your 

instrument and hence, might now not steal any of your 

own records.  

4. Blue jacking is truely innocuous, yet because of the 

reality blue jacked people don't have a clue about what's 

occurring, they think their telephone is breaking down. 

More often than not, a bluejacker will handiest send an 

instant message, yet with current telephones it is 

conceivable to send pix or sounds as legitimately. Along 

these lines, that is a totally energizing era and such 

misguided judgments around it must be wiped out from 

our psyches.  

     Henceforth blue jacking is not totally perilous. It can 

give you a lot of data notwithstanding you go through. 

You won't not know every single such issue while you 

are experiencing any street, et cetera. Be that as it may, 

now through simply taking a gander at your phone you 

could get all the cutting edge realities, display day plans 

occurring in any spare, and numerous others. Without 

getting into that. In any case, clearly for a couple of 

People, it is best something for the sake of 

entertainment and just the ones individuals are making 

wasteful utilization of it and therefore making its call 

awful. 

4. Future Aspects 
 

Taking a gander at its present day utilize and abuse 

moreover by methods for few  people, it's miles 

expected that inside the predetermination, it might have 

the resulting parts:  

1. Possibly it will probably be utilized outstandingly or 

people may have the capacity to get the greater part of 

the crucial certainties on their gadgets on the off chance 

that they have their Bluetooth on.  

2. Or, then again individuals will prevent the utilization 

of Bluetooth even and best bluejackers will be betting 

with each other.  

3. Or, on the other hand some new way can be 

progressed to have the capacity to find the place of the 

gadget sending a blue jack ask for and their area might 

be followed. On the off chance that they keep transport 

requesting messages, we can discover them out and 

may enrol a grievance against them. By this way, 

Bluetooth could be made additional trustworthy.  

4. Bluejackers might best ship messages/pictures. They 

will in no way, shape or form even endeavour to hack 

any apparatus for replicating or upgrading any reports 

on any device or include any executable records there. 

By hacking a device, you are envisioned to devote an 

offense underneath the pc abuse act 1990, which 

expresses it's miles an offense to harvest unapproved 

access to any pc. Changes on this direction rapidly will 

cover all the cell phones easiest. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Bluetooth is a brilliant innovation with numerous 

valuable bundles. At the equivalent time, kind of 

Bluetooth hacking apparatuses and procedures are 

accessible, Blue jacking being the most disposed of the 

parcel, which makes it somewhat more hazardous to 

apply this innovation. Bluetooth isn't continually going 

to leave as a result of some security imperfections; on 

the other hand it can be agreeable if arranged well and 

utilized precisely with an appropriate know-how of this 

eminent era. Best practices to alleviate the Blue jacking 
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dangers towards the Bluetooth are: individual 

concentration, debilitate apparatus while never again 

being used, utilize a unidentifiable gadget name, contract 

insurance mode 3 or four, incapacitate unused offerings 

and profiles, set instrument to non-discoverable mode 

when never again being used, utilize non-guessable PIN 

codes of as a base 12 or more noteworthy alphanumeric 

characters and perform blending just when unmistakably 

required. Numerous clients take privateness with no 

thought. Lamentably, the Bluetooth contraption wasn't 

gathered for selective purposes. In spite of the fact that 

change inside the territory of Bluetooth wellbeing has 

been made, one should by number. It implies rely on that 

records being despatched utilizing a Bluetooth 

association is close to home. Connections, if touchy, 

must be encoded before they are sent over. Blue lifting 

first appeared in mainstream use in 2003 or somewhere 

in the vicinity while Bluetooth gadgets won ubiquity. It 

has until now been utilized for promoting capacities with 

the guide of suppliers. It is the usual way of doing things 

by means of which we will connect with new individuals 

and has the ability to upset commercial center by 

utilizing moving ads about the items, administrations, 

organizations, et cetera. On the Bluetooth-designed 

gadgets. Blue jacking is all the more a trick than a strike, 

and honestly a stressing one at that, however on the 

indistinguishable minute its fate conceivable outcomes in 

the field of publicizing and promoting are clearly 

remarkable. 
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